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J.D. Robb, the #1 New York
Times bestselling master of
suspense, and takes on a case
of death imitating art... It was
a stab in the dark. On a chilly
February night, during a
screening of Psycho in
midtown, someone sunk an
ice pick into the back of
Chanel Rylan’s neck, then
disappeared quietly into the
crowds of drunks and tourists
in Times Square. To
Chanel’s best friend, who
had just slipped out of the
theater for a moment to take
a call, it felt as unreal as the
ancient black-and-white

movie up on the screen. But
Chanel’s blood ran red,
and her death was anything
but fictional. Then, as Eve
Dallas puzzles over a
homicide that seems carefully
planned and yet oddly
personal, she receives a tip
from an unexpected source:
an author of police thrillers
who recognizes the
crime—from the pages of her
own book. Dallas doesn’t
think it’s coincidence, since
a recent strangulation of a
sex worker resembles a scene
from her writing as well.
Cops look for patterns of

behavior: similar weapons,
similar MOs. But this killer
seems to find inspiration in
someone else’s imagination,
and if the theory holds, this
may be only the second of a
long-running series. The
good news is that Eve and
her billionaire husband
Roarke have an excuse to
curl up in front of the
fireplace with their cat,
Galahad, reading mystery
stories for research. The bad
news is that time is running
out before the next victim
plays an unwitting role in a
murderer’s deranged
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private drama—and only Eve
can put a stop to a creative
impulse gone horribly,
destructively wrong. From
the author of Echoes in
Death, this is the latest of the
edgy, phenomenally popular
police procedurals that
Publishers Weekly calls
“inventive, entertaining,
and clever.”
J. D. Robb In Death
Collection Books 1-5
Penguin
Laine Tavish is an ordinary
woman living an ordinary
life in the small town of
Angel's Gap, Maryland, as

the proprietor of Remember
When, an antique treasures
and gift shop. At least, that's
what everyone in Angel's
Gap thinks. They have no
idea that she used to be
Elaine O'Hara, daughter of
the notorious con man Big
Jack O'Hara. Or that she
grew up moving from place
to place, one step ahead of
the law. Laine's past has just
caught up with her, though -
in a very dramatic way. Her
long-lost uncle suddenly
turned up in her shop, leaving
only a cryptic warning before
dying in the street, run down

by a car. Soon afterward, her
home is ransacked. Now it's
up to Laine, and a sexy
stranger named Max Gannon,
to find out who's chasing her,
and why. The answer lies in a
hidden fortune - a fortune
that will change not only
Laine's life but also the lives
of future generations. And
danger and death will
surround that fortune for
years to come. Until New
York City Detective
Lieutenant Eve Dallas gets
on the case. A thrill-ride of a
novel that blends present-day
romance and futuristic
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suspense.
Reunion in Death Penguin
Detective Eve Dallas
searches the darkest
corners of Manhattan for an
elusive killer with a passion
for collecting soulsin this
novel in the #1 New York
Times bestselling In Death
series. On one of the city's
hottest nights, New York
Police Lieutenant Eve
Dallas is sent to Central
Park—and into a hellish new
investigation. The victim is
found on the rocks, just
above the still, dark water of
the lake. Around her neck is
a single red ribbon. Her

hands are posed, as if in
prayer. But it is the
eyes—removed with the
precision of a surgeon—that
have Dallas most alarmed.
As more bodies turn up,
each with the same defining
scars, Eve is frantic for
answers. Against her
instincts, she accepts help
from a psychic who offers
one vision after
another—each with
shockingly accurate details
of the murders. And when
partner and friend Peabody
is badly injured after
escaping an attack, the
stakes are raised. Are the

eyes a symbol? A twisted
religious ritual? A souvenir?
With help from her husband,
Roarke, Dallas must uncover
the killer's motivation before
another vision becomes
another nightmare...
Promises in Death
Penguin
In a future where
human nature remains
as predictable as
death, a killer plays
God and puts innocent
lives in the palm of
his hand in this
novel in the #1 New
York Times
bestselling In Death
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series. With the
precision of a
surgeon, a serial
killer preys on the
most vulnerable souls
of the world’s city
streets. The first
victim: a sidewalk
sleeper, found dead
in New York City. No
bruises, no signs of
struggle. Just a
laser-perfect, fist-
sized hole where his
heart had once been.
Lieutenant Eve Dallas
is assigned to
investigate. But in
the heat of a cat-and-

mouse game with the
killer, Dallas’s job
is suddenly on the
line. Now her hands
are tied...between a
struggle for
justice—and a fight
for her career...

Born in Death
HarperCollins UK
She was twenty-three
and already in love. She
was certain he'd be
handsome. She would
be dead before
midnight. Bryna
Bankhead carefully
dressed for her date

with the wonderful
Dante, a man she's only
ever spoken to online.
By the end of the night,
rose petals are
scattered, poetry has
been quoted - and
Bryna has been
murdered. What starts
as a mistake, becomes a
terrifying game, as two
young men pursue their
poisonous obsession
with an illegal drug and
an insatiable desire. As
more girls are taken,
homicide lieutenant Eve
Dallas and her roguish
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husband Roarke must
think fast and act even
faster. And then Eve
discovers the secret to
their destructive past
and a deadly trap is set
. . .
Five Little Pigs
HarperCollins
Portrait in DeathPenguin
Penguin
Together for the first
time—the first five novels
in the #1 New York
Times bestselling In
Death series, hailed as “a
perfect balance of
suspense, futuristic
police procedural and

steamy romance”
(Publishers Weekly). Join
New York City homicide
detective Eve Dallas as
she sets her sights on
some elusive
suspects—including a
compelling Irishman
named Roarke in...
NAKED IN DEATH
GLORY IN DEATH
IMMORTAL IN DEATH
RAPTURE IN DEATH
CEREMONY IN DEATH
Salvation in Death Penguin
New York detective Eve
Dallas searches for the
bomber who threatens to
make his destruction
personal

Survivor In Death Berkley
Lieutenant Eve Dallas
investigates a brutal crime
that plunges her into the art
world, where nothing is
what it seems.

Visions in Death
Penguin
Lieutenant Eve Dallas
must solve the murder
of a seemingly ordinary
family, and protect one
small, terrified survivor
in this novel in the #1
New York Times
bestselling In Death
series. No affairs. No
criminal connections.
No DNA. No clues.
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Lieutenant Eve Dallas
may be the best cop in
the city—not to mention
having the lavish
resources of her
husband Roarke at her
disposal—but the
Swisher case has her
baffled. The family
members were
murdered in their beds
with brutal, military
precision. The state-of-
the-art security was
breached, and the
killers used night vision
to find their way
through the cozy middle-

class house. Clearly,
Dallas is dealing with
pros. The only mistake
they made was to
overlook the nine-year-
old girl cowering in the
dark in the kitchen…
Now Nixie Swisher is
an orphan—and the sole
eyewitness to a
seemingly inexplicable
crime. Kids are not
Dallas’s strong suit. But
Nixie needs a safe place
to stay, and Dallas
needs to solve this
case. Not only because
of the promise she

made to Nixie. Not only
for the cause of justice.
But also to put to rest
some of her own
darkest memories—and
deepest fears. With her
partner Peabody on the
job, and watching her
back—and with Roarke
providing the kind of
help that only he can
give—Lieutenant Eve
Dallas is running after
shadows, and dead-set
on finding out who’s
behind them.
Immortal in Death
Penguin
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Take a trip to futuristic
New York City and
experience the thrill of
the chase as Lieutenant
Eve Dallas captures the
worst kinds of criminals
in this collection that
includes books 16-20 in
the #1 New York
Times bestselling In
Death series from J. D.
Robb... PORTRAIT IN
DEATH IMITATION IN
DEATH DIVIDED IN
DEATH VISIONS IN
DEATH SURVIVOR IN
DEATH
Dark in Death Penguin

The kitchen knife jammed
into his cold heart pinned a
cardboard sign to his well-
toned chest. It read: Santa
Says You've Been Bad!!!
Ho, Ho, Ho! It's Christmas,
but Lieutenant Eve Dallas is
in no mood to celebrate.
While her charismatic
husband Roarke plans a
huge, glittering party, Eve
has murder on her mind.
The victim - personal
trainer Trey Ziegler - was
trouble in life and is causing
even more problems in
death. Vain, unfaithful and
vindictive, Trey had
cultivated a lot of enemies.
Which means Eve has a lot
of potential suspects. And

when she and Detective
Peabody uncover Trey's
sinister secret, the case
takes a deadly turn.
Christmas may be a festival
of light, but Eve and Roarke
will be forced once more
down a very dark path in
their hunt for the truth.
J.D. Robb IN DEATH
COLLECTION books 21-25
Penguin
Ancient church rituals meet
cutting-edge crime-solving
in this thriller in the #1
New York Times
bestselling series featuring
NYPSD Lieutenant Eve
Dallas. Seconds after
partaking of wine during a
Catholic funeral mass,
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Father Miguel Flores is dead
on the altar. Detective
Lieutenant Eve Dallas
confirms that the
consecrated wine contained
enough potassium cyanide
to kill a rhino. And though
the East Harlem
neighborhood is a long way
from the stone mansion she
shares with her billionaire
husband Roarke, it’s the
holiness flying around St.
Christobal’s that makes her
uneasy. The autopsy
reveals faint scars of knife
wounds, a removed
tattoo—and evidence of
plastic surgery suggesting
“Father Flores” may not be
the man his parishioners

thought. Now, as Eve pieces
together clues that suggest
identity theft, gang
connections, and a deeply
personal act of revenge, she
hopes to track down
whoever committed this
unholy act. Until a second
murder—in front of an even
larger crowd of
worshippers—knocks the
whole investigation
sideways...

Imitation in Death MIRA
Summer is drawing to a
violent close when a
killer makes his debut
with the mutilation of a
prostitute. His calling
card: a personal note to

Lieutenant Eve Dallas.

Purity in Death Penguin
Lieutenant Eve Dallas
hunts for the killer of a
seemingly ordinary
history teacher—and
uncovers some
extraordinary
surprises—in this thriller
in the #1 New York
Times bestselling In
Death series. Eve
Dallas doesn’t like to
see innocent people
murdered. And the
death of history teacher
Craig Foster is clearly
a murder case. The
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lunch that his wife
lovingly packed was
tainted with deadly
ricin. And Mr. Foster’s
colleagues, shocked as
they may be, have some
shocking secrets of
their own. It’s Eve’s
job to get a feel for all
the potential
suspects—and find out
why someone would
have done this to a man
who seemed so
inoffensive, so
pleasant...so innocent.
Someone Eve could
easily picture dead is an

old flame of her
billionaire husband
Roarke, who has turned
up in New York and
manipulated herself
back into his life.
Consumed by her
jealousy—and Roarke’s
indifference to it—Eve
finds it hard to focus on
the Foster case. But
when another man turns
up dead, she’ll have to
keep in mind that both
innocence and guilt can
be facades...
New York to Dallas Penguin
#1 New York Times

bestselling author J. D. Robb
presents a memorable tale
of suspense set in 2059
New York City, as
Lieutenant Eve Dallas walks
a tightrope between her
professional duties and her
private demons. Eve Dallas
is one tough cop. It should
take more than a seemingly
ordinary middle-aged lady
to make her fall apart. But
when that lady is Trudy
Lombard, all bets are off.
Just seeing Trudy at the
station plunges Eve back to
the days when she was a
vulnerable, traumatized
young girl—and trapped in
foster care with the twisted
woman who now sits
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smiling in front of her.
Trudy claims she came all
the way to New York just to
see how Eve is doing. But
Eve’s fiercely protective
husband, Roarke, suspects
otherwise—and a blackmail
attempt by Trudy proves
his suspicion correct. Eve
and Roarke just want the
woman out of their lives.
But someone else wants her
dead. And when her murder
comes to pass, Eve and
Roarke will follow a
circuitous and dangerous
path to find out who turned
the victimizer into a victim.
Innocent In Death Penguin
When a formidable killer
she brought down years

earlier escapes, New York
homicide cop Eve Dallas
begins a race against time
to prevent him from
resuming his attacks on
child victims and exacting
revenge on Eve herself. By
the best-selling author of
Treachery in Death.
Reprint. 750,000 first
printing.
Divided in Death St.
Martin's Press
#1 New York Times
bestselling author J. D.
Robb continues her “sexy
and suspenseful”
(Publishers Weekly) In
Death series in this
futuristic thriller in which
technology and humanity

collide—and a new computer
virus has become the latest
form of terrorism… Reva
Ewing was a former
member of the Secret
Service, and then a security
specialist for Roarke
Enterprises—until she was
found standing over the
dead bodies of her husband,
renowned artist Blair Bissel,
and her best friend. But
Lieutenant Eve Dallas
believes there was more to
the killing than jealous
rage—all of Bissel’s
computer files were
deliberately corrupted. To
Roarke, it’s the computer
attack that poses the real
threat. He and Reva have
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been under a code-red
government contract to
develop a program that
would shield against techno-
terrorists. But this deadly
new breed of hackers isn’t
afraid to kill to protect their
secret—and it’s up to
Lieutenant Eve Dallas to
shut them down before the
nightmare can spread to the
whole country.

J.D. Robb The IN
DEATH COLLECTION
Books 16-20 Hachette
UK
Revisit the fifth book in
Tiffany Reisz’s fan-
favorite Original
Sinners series, where

Nora Sutherlin,
Manhattan’s most
famous dominatrix, was
merely a girl called
Eleanor… Rebellious,
green-eyed Eleanor
never met a rule she
didn’t want to break.
She’s sick of her
mother’s zealotry and
the confines of Catholic
school, and declares
she’ll never go to
church again. But her
first glimpse of
beautiful, magnetic
Father Marcus
Stearns—Søren to her

and only her—and his
lust-worthy Italian
motorcycle is an
epiphany. Eleanor is
consumed—yet even she
knows being in love
with a priest can’t be
right. But when one
desperate mistake
nearly costs Eleanor
everything, it is Søren
who steps in to save
her. When she vows to
repay him with
complete obedience, a
whole world opens
before her as he
reveals to her his
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deepest secrets that will
change everything.
Danger can be
managed—pain,
welcomed. Everything
is about to begin. “I
worship at the altar of
Tiffany Reisz! Whip
smart, sexy as hell—The
Original Sinners series
knocked me to my
knees.” —New York
Times bestselling
author Lorelei James
Originally published in
2014
Naked in Death Penguin
Determined to capture

whomever is responsible for
murdering a colleague who
recently transferred to New
York, Lieutenant Eve Dallas
investigates the victim's life
in her former precinct and
uncovers unsettling links to
her own painful past, in the
twenty-ninth installment in
a best-selling series.
Reprint.
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